Kicking not for the sake of it !
Ed Wayling (Warringah RFC)
You don’t have to go back too many years and watch old footage of quality games to see
how far the game has come over the last decade. Kicking duals between fullbacks could
go on for minutes until finally one would screw off the side of the boot and one team
would have an advantage. The old adage of a good game of union is a spectacle but a
poor game is an eyesore had a lot to do with the involvement of kicking for the sake of it,
the game has changed a lot over the years and so has the use and style of the kicks.
In this article we are going to discuss nearly all facets of the kicking game and see how
and why these changes have come about. Since the introduction of the Super 12’s many
aspects of how the game is played have come and gone. The game is changing again as
we speak, the kick is playing a more dominating role than it has for some time.
With the introduction of the Super 12 competition, coaches had the opportunity to
experiment with ideas outside the square at an elite level over a lengthy period of time.
The oppositions were skillful and tough, week in week out bruised bodies would battle
for rugby supremacy in a competition that would further separate the standard of rugby in
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
One initiative adopted by Rod Macqueen coaching the ACT Brumbies was the policy of
not kicking the ball back to the opposition as a FIRST OPTION. Rods philosophy
revolved around ball retention and ball control, as long as we could control the ball and
not turn it over to the opposition, it didn’t matter whether or not we made ground, after
ten, fifteen even twenty phases eventually a gap in the opposition defense would open up.
As long as the players skill level is there to take the opportunity the result was more often
a try. This philosophy continued to the national ranks under Macqeen’s reign as head
coach of the Wallabies with great success
Other teams quickly adopted this style of play and before long teams were employing
defensive coaches, concentrating on trying to shut teams down and work on turnovers
deep into the oppositions territory. Macqueen himself employed the services of John
Muggleton an ex league international responsible for the players technique and alignment
in defensive patterns. Muggleton started with the Brumbies and went onto the Wallabies
with Macqueen and still remains employed by the ARU as defensive coach with the
Wallabies.
The onus quickly came back on flyhalf and other players responsible for their teams
kicking game. What was the use of kicking just for the sake of turning over the ball to
the opposition making a short term gain only to have them controlling the ball back with
interest.
THE KICK OFF
Different options had to be considered and it started from the kick off. Coaches realized
that you would have to be able to contest the kick. The traditional forwards out to the left

contesting the ball through traffic soon became a split kick off option where the receiving
team would have to sepa rate their jumpers reducing the chances of retaining the ball. In
the professional world players could spend hours honing their skills in delivering the ball
on a dime, not just advancing twelve to fifteen metres but deep into the oppositions 22 to
the left right or centre. One of the reasons behind these types of opportunities is the IRB
changing the laws at the kick off, a drop kick rather than a place kick From a term often
used in gridiron, kickers use the hang time philosophy to allow teammates to put pressure
on the kick. The kick off is such a critical time in the game, out on the full, not ten metres
or just a lazy kick with no pressure applied can often set the mood for the team.

THE UP AND UNDER
Who can forget the Garry Owens, where forwards use to dominate and flyhalf’s orders
were just to put the ball in front of the pack, that fantastic game of 10 man rugby!!
Although the up and under hasn’t disappeared it is executed and strategically used a lot
differently than in previous times. With changes in technology, manufacturing and design
of both the ball and the boots and the age of professionalism , players are becoming more
competent in placement and execution. Players like Carlos Spencer and Andre Pretorius
have developed the ability to kick an up and under from their own 22 and have there
players contest for the ball well down field, previously this may have been a clearing kick
for touch handing the opposition control of the lineout. The pressures on receiving
fullbacks to take spiralling up -and-unders with precise placement is today considered the
norm.

KICKING FOR GOAL
Another part of the game which has become so vital to not only convert tries but also be
rewarded with points when continually applying pressure in the oppositions red zone .
The Northern Hemisphere teams general game plan revolves around strong forward play
and field position, players like Wilkinson for England and Humphries for Ireland rarely
miss the opportunity to put points on the board when given the chance. The Matthew
Burkes, Carlos Spencer etc are also more than competent at advancing the score line, to
assist them in there success cross training between codes has been introduced. Very
rarely will you see a straight up and down kicker ( Eric Simms style, for those that are old
enough), today you are more likely to see an around the corner kicker similar to kicking a
soccer ball. We personally employed the services of Graham Arnold the assistant coach
to the Socceroos to help the kickers throughout the grades with immediate results. The
difference between getting or missing 3 points or converting the try can often determine
the result.

PENALTY KICKS
Again the influence of cross training between the codes is evident in taking our kicks for
line. Previously players would kick what was called a torpedo kick which would keep
spiralling for great distances, usually favouring one side of the field depending with
which foot you kicked with. Today players generally adopt the drop punt from our
Australian Rules counterparts (AFL). Statistically the drop punt is a kick which allows
players to achieve considerable distance and gives them greater control in the direction of
the kick, either side of the park. The torpedo kick is still sometimes used even in
Australian Rules but more for potluck situations. Again these changes have come about
due to law changes where the teams kicking out from a penalty gets to throw the ball in,
it is more important to make sure the ball is out than try to gain those extra few yards. Ex
AFL players have found new careers teaching rugby union and league players the right
technique to controlling kicks with length. The Australian Rugby Union has employed
the services of a number of ex AFL players to improve the skills of there kickers.

THE MINORS
There are a few other options involving kicks in general play. The grubbers the chip and
chase and even the cross field bombs, each and everyone has a role to play in the game
and the execution is changing all the time. How long will it be until we see wingers
adopting the Andrew Johns off the side of the boot kick or a Alan Langer change of angle
grubber, it won’t be long. As mentioned before in the age of professionalism, players
have now got not only the resources to improve there skills but also the time to dedicate
to making sure the execution is correct.

So the kicking game did in a small way leave our game but as quickly as it disappeared it
returned. Macqueen’s philosophy on ball retention was soon adopted by other countries
so to counteract they concentrated on there defensive patterns. With strong defensive
lines it was easier for a team to attack on first phase than it was in broken play when the
defense was set, surprise teams realized it was better to resort to the kick and field
position. Nearly ten years has past and in this time we have a lot more control on why
and where we want the kick to go depending on our game plan. It’s not just a matter of
putting the kick up in front of the forwards and giving it to the opposition, it’s a matter of
making sure we either have a realistic chance of contesting the ball or gain valuable
territory and have our defense set.
The game of rugby around the world is enjoying enormous support with new minor
nations joining the chance of one day qualifying for the world cup. The evolution of the
game is what keeps it interesting, in this article we have seen where other sports have
been able to have not only an influence on the game but also on the skill level of the
players.

The kick will never disappear from the game, as a coach you tell your players that rugby
is a simple game and you as players make it complicated. With Rugby League, Australian
Rules, Soccer and Gridiron all having some input as to perfecting just one aspect of the
game ‘the kick’ who is conning who !!!
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